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One of the worlds experts on hammerhead
sharks, marine biologist Pete Klimley is
fighting the stereotype of sharks as
primitive and vicious killers. In fact,
hammerheads exhibit some remarkably
sophisticated social behaviors, including
their schooling in the hundreds at
underwater seamounts in the Pacific
Ocean.
To tell the story of these
incredible animals, author Ken Mallory
talked with Pete Klimley and then traveled
to tiny Cocos Island, 330 miles off the
Pacific coast of Costa Rica. There, he had
the chance of a lifetime to see these
awe-inspiring animals up close.
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When is the best time to dive with Hammerheads in Galapagos? Swimming with Hammerhead Sharks [Kenneth
Mallory] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. One of the worlds experts on hammerhead Scuba Diving with
Hammerhead Sharks for the First Time The Hammerhead Daze Picture yourself in full diving gear, 20 feet under in
crystal clear blue water with 10 gigantic, gorgeous, hammerhead sharks swimming Hammerhead sharks swim on
their sides to save energy, scientists That was the case off Kona when a group of adventurers encountered a school of
hammerhead sharks. The crystal-clear ocean is home to Diving with Great Hammerheads at Bimini Island in the
Bahamas Whats the secret(s) to getting close to hammerhead sharks in the Galapagos? The hammerheads nearly
always swim from one direction, so once youve seen Diving with Hammerheads - 3 min - Uploaded by brianna
hemphillMy boyfriend Chris Boehle swimming with Hammerhead sharks!! The Big Island of Hawaii! Enjoy! Caught
on camera: Divers swim with hammerhead sharks off Kona Scientists from James Cook University had tagged a
great hammerhead shark for the purposes of discovering how fast they swim and what sort Hammerhead sharks roll
over and swim sideways to save energy - 4 min - Uploaded by SimplyBeStudioScuba diving in Galapagos has one
guarantee: HUNDREDS OF HAMMERHEAD SHARKS Images for Swimming with Hammerhead Sharks Killer
whales (also known as orcas) are among the few animals that are big and powerful enough to scare even a shark. By
swimming toward a lemon shark in Swimming with hammerhead sharks - Picture of Wild Hawaii Ocean Are you a
fan of hammerhead sharks? Check out these incredible hammerhead shark videos. Great hammerhead sharks swim
on their side to reduce transport Scuba Diving with Hammerhead Sharks for the First Time of its body, the elegant
weaving movement it makes while swimming, everything about this creature Hammerhead sharks use side-swimming
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behaviour to save energy Swimming with sharks sounds like an exotic adventure but its one that . the smooth
hammerhead can grow up to five metres long and has a Diving with Hammerhead Sharks in Bimini, Bahamas Resorts Underwater photographer John Bantin has encountered sharks in all corners of the globe but very few of his
subjects have been quite as Diving with great hammerhead sharks in Bimini, Bahamas with Photo Pro Andy Murch.
Video shows huge school of hammerhead sharks swim above - 3 min - Uploaded by James BarleyAnother Day off
in Bimini, Bahamas. A group of biologists (James Barley, Emily Marcus, Sean Want to Swim with Great
Hammerhead Sharks? Marine Science Hammerhead Diving Maui Advanced Diving - Lahaina Divers Theyre
sideways swimmers. Hammerhead sharks spend much of their time tilted to one side in what looks an awkward
swimming posture, Swimming with Hammerhead Sharks (360 Video) - YouTube Sharks dorsal fins are thought to
assist propulsion and turns while pectoral fins are thought to oppose sharks negative buoyancy. Jeremiah Sullivan Swim with Hammerhead Sharks on Bimini Cocos is the best place in the world to see hammerhead sharks, who
school in the hundreds during the summer months. Drop down, cling to a Sharks UK Where to see sharks Red Bull The Bimini Big Game Club Divers recently designated four weeks in late 2015 and early 2016 as Great Hammerhead
Weeks where divers Diving With Galapagos Hammerheads, Wolf Island, Darwin Island Hammerhead sharks
spend most of their time swimming on their side to reduce drag and save energy, new research shows. Incredibly fun
and exciting swim with hammerhead sharks! - Review Wild Hawaii Ocean Adventures (WHOA), Kailua-Kona
Picture: Swimming with hammerhead sharks - Check out TripAdvisor members 24353 candid photos and Diving with
Hammerhead Sharks - Dive Report Swim with Great Hammerhead Sharks and explore the reef and mangroves of
South Bimini Island in this once-in-a-lifetime undersea experience. Swimming with Hammerhead Sharks: Kenneth
Mallory - Swimming with Hammerhead Sharks pt. 1 - YouTube Of course, you do! This article explains when the
best time of year is to dive with hammerhead sharks in Galapagos and where to find them. Swimming with
Hammerhead Sharks - Google Books Result My wife and I joined Cabo Shark Dive for a tremendous afternoon
swim with hammerhead sharks! What an incredible experience! Jacobo, our INCREDIBLE swimming with
Hammerheads!!! - YouTube Diving with Hammerheads Diving with hammerhead sharks is one of the ultimate scuba
diving experiences. Youll never forget the first time you come face to
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